What impact is the Sports Premium having at Stanley Road?

Archery training:
Part of the budget has been spent on having staff trained to deliver archery to children to a good beginners level. This will allow children to take part in archery as an extra curricular activity and as part of the PE curriculum. I am confident this will have an impact on pupil enjoyment and engagement during physical education.

Outdoor Projects:
Another portion of the Sport Premium, has been spent on developing both staff and pupil engagement of outdoor learning. This has and will be achieved in the following ways:
- One class of year 5 children to attend climbing sessions with a qualified instructor at the Manchester climbing wall.
- The other year 5 class to attend a kayaking lesson at a local water sport facility.
- A third group of children from year 3/4 are attending a 4 week programme which will develop social emotional and communication skills as part of a forest school/ GOAL intervention programme.
- Finally staff will be invited to sample kayaking and climbing courses in order to inspire them to the impact of outdoor learning on the pupils and encourage them to pursue this further.

Karate Club:
Sports premium funding has allowed 24 children to attend a 10 week karate course with some children developing to a level where they maybe able to be assessed against the nationally recognised ‘belts’ scheme.
It's is the intention to use the continued funding to run a cycle of after school clubs that suit the range of interests of all our pupils throughout the calendar year, lead by pupil voice and the school council.

Competition.
With the schools recent investment in the all weather pitch combined with the new equipment the Sports Premium has allowed us to invest in we are now in a position to host other schools for competitive sporting fixtures. These are being arranged to take place in the summer term of 2014.

Additional Coaches:
One Goal is being employed to deliver sports leader training to some of our pupils. This will have an impact on pupil engagement during break and lunchtimes. Sports Leaders will be able to lead games and sport activities providing a higher level of interaction for pupils and further reducing opportunities for disruptive behaviour.